
 

 

 

 

 

There is one thing we can be absolutely certain of………we are heading 
into a period of uncertainty. 
 
Brexit; stamp duty; rates revaluation; the economy; consumer confidence and a madman 
potentially going to be elected to rule the USA etc, etc, etc . All in all ,a very uncertain 
outlook. 
 
To pour further doom and despondency onto the situation, there have been a number of 
retail casualties in Q1 – the most significant one being BHS which managed to agree a CVA 
for its 125 stores, as a result of debts of £1.3bn, which makes Philip Green’s sale price of £1 
look expensive. Undoubtedly, this will not be the last we hear of the woes of this troubled 
retailer. In addition, the 57 strong chain Brantano shoe store, also went into administration. 
Blue Inc. clothing store and Officers Club have closed 52 and 22 stores respectively, and 
Dixons Carphone will close 134 stores. The beleaguered department store chain Beales, (29 
stores) will also be implementing a CVA. 
 
The BRC have also fuelled the uncertainty/despondency by stating that the retail sector, one 
of the UK’s largest employers, is facing up to 900,000 job losses and the closure of thousands 
of shops in the next decade……….shall we just turn off the lights now?! 
 
However, there is a bright, as there are 9 new shopping centres opening this year and the 
overall vacancy rate is slowly reducing (LDC data) and is now 12.7%. Shopping centres are 
the highest at 14.1%; High streets at 11.5% and retail parks at 6.20%.  
 
Whilst the vacancy rate in Reading town centre is slowly rising, the availability rate 
(properties that are actually on the market as opposed to just empty) has dropped due to 
new lettings to Joy; Leightons; La Sartoria (indie); Sams Wraps (indie); Foot Asylum; Speccies 
(indie) and Trailfinders. The term ‘indie’ has been included to identify retailers who have 
fewer than 5 stores.  Its often stated that we have very few independent retailers in Reading 
whereas in fact 32%  of all retailers are independents (excluding retailers in the 2 shopping 
centres). 
 
 

  Year Vacant Available 

Q1 2012 13.01% 10.82% 

Q1 2013 11.24% 10.10% 

Q1 2014 11.73% 7.82% 

Q1 2015 12.21% 9.8% 

Q1 2016 12.58% 7.07% 
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